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A few words about Gaia

Gaia is a space observatory of the European 
Space Agency (ESA), launched in 2013 and 
expected to operate until 2025. 

The spacecraft is designed to measure the 
positions, distances, motions and other 
parameters of stars with unprecedented 
precision. 



[5] Gaia Collaboration, T. Prusti, J. H. J. de Bruijne, A. G. A. Brown, A. Vallenari, C. Babusiaux, C. A. L. Bailer-Jones, U. Bastian, M. Biermann, 
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[6] Gaia Collaboration, A. G. A. Brown, A. Vallenari, T. Prusti, J. H. J. de Bruijne, F. Mignard, R. Drimmel, C. Babusiaux, C. A. L. Bailer-Jones, 
U. Bastian and et al. (2016a) Gaia Data Release 1. Summary of the astrometric, photometric, and survey properties. A&A 595, pp. A2.
[7] Gaia Collaboration, F. Arenou et al. Gaia Data Release 1. Catalogue validation. A&A 599 (2017), pp. A50.



Gaia is located at L2, 1.5 million kilometres from Earth. (Webb 
telescope is located also at the L2 - at a safe distance)

Li – Lagrange points Three-body problem: mGaia « mSun, mEarth
stable position relative to the Earth

Gravitational forces of Sun and Earth and centrifugal force are compensated



MILKY WAY STARS  - DATA MEASURED BY GAIA

Unique data are free!

≈1% of MW objects
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Galactic reference frame, SUN sits in its origin
We deal with: angular positions (2) +proper motion (2)
+ magnitude+ parallax
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Milky Way Disc
R≈14kpc, ∆z≈0.3kpc
V≈600km/s, RS≈8kpc

1-4x1011 stars
>1011 planets

1 kpc ≈ 3260 ly

parameters show,
 what scales we are

 working at.



… in better resolution:

Our research is based on a statistical analysis of the patterns within the circles covering 
the sky. The method of analysis is motivated by methods known from HI physics (ALICE).



ALICE – A Large Ion Collider Experiment

LHC @ CERN

provides data on HI collisions



We study patterns
like this:

patterns generated in HI 
are very similar to 
patterns in the sky. We 
will try to apply HI 
methods to analysis of
the sky patterns - after 
some modification.

In HI we study momentum 
distribution in the transverse 
plane.



Analysis 
We analyze distribution of random points (stars) inside the
circles (we call them events). Deviations from uniform 
distributions may  indicate an interesting physics. How to 
define and find these deviations?

Do we observe more pairs of close stars than random statistics 
allow?



Inspiration by HI: Fourier analysis
a very useful tool for discussing azimuthal correlations and asymmetries in the 
transverse plane

In HI we work with this form
of Fourier decomposition:
(vn,Ψn are free parameters)

If    

then for any n:
Decomposition n=1,2,3,4:

The individual
terms represent 
different kinds of 
azimuthal
asymmetry.
e.g.
directed flow, 
elliptic flow,…



For a finite set  
of multiplicity M
we replace 

by

then for any n:

Finite patterns, event-by-event



For  M → ∞

For uniform distribution:



Average over events:



Definition of characteristic functions:

where NM is the number of events of multiplicity M, involve 
important  information  about character of patterns (events)

Classification of the event sets

Examples:
uniform clustering anti-clustering



Toy examples - simulation

anti-clustering

clustering

uniform



Data from ALICE

Clustering in momentum space = azimuthal asymmetry



The characteristic functions
clearly indicate the presence 
of multiple star systems, 
mostly binaries. 

We will try to study them in 
more detail. 
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Data from GAIA 

Clustering, now in stellar field (transverse projection)



Wide binaries and multiple bound systems 

❑ A binary star is a system of two stars that are gravitationally bound and 

orbiting each other.

❑ More than half of all stars are binaries

❑ Orbital periods varies:  hours – thousands years

❑ Multiple systems are much less probable

❑ Gaia astrometric data allow to identify wide binaries separated > 0.5’’

(treshold of resolution) – this class will be subject of our analysis

Physical motivation (wide binary)

❑ Can provide deeper insight into the formation and evolution of galaxies

❑ May serve as a probe of galactic gravitational potential

❑ May provide data on the presence of dark matter in the galaxy

( see references in [3])



Input data
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R1: sparse region, almost constant density, nearly Poisson ditribution

R2: dense region, fluctuating density – great open clusters, imprint of 
Galactic spiral pattern…

R1 R2

Multiplicity distribution



Selection algorithm
For binaries we expect:

❑ Small (angular) separation, dij

(angle between position vectors)
❑ Small angle between proper motion vectors, aij

(common motion of bound stars)

u – proper motion, 2D angular velocity 

peak region defined  by the cuts:

Candidates are defined by these cuts



Background

Random separations have universal distribution, 
does not depend on M.

The red curve q precisely defines the 
background, the area of the peak above the 
curve represents the number of binaries.

Quality ratio:     = nP/(nP+nB)  can be increased 
by additional cuts.

2

see [1]

BG is calculated as 
the distribution of 
separations of 
random points inside 
the circle (all pairs 
enter distribution). 



2D 3D

We worked also with 3D grid (see [2]):

Disadvantage: due to the low 
accuracy of the radial 
separation, many true pairs 
exceed the diameter of the 
event ball. Such pairs are lost.

Remark:

Random separations in 3D:

3D turned out to be less effective, we prefer 2D [3]



Results on wide binaries
1. Projected absolute separation (binary peak region)

Since we know parallax, we can calculate distance L
If dij = angular separation, then absolute separation of both stars:

E

Our estimate of maximum:

(≈ 3.26 ly)



2. Periods and masses of binaries

Orbital velocity estimation (projection):

With the use of Kepler’s law of periods

we obtain approximate average [2,3]



3. Catalog of wide binaries

1. step:  selection of pairs is defined the condition : 

R1:

d, α define peak region, 
∆L reduces background. Calculation 
of corresponding background for this 
selection gives quality ratio  > 0,75

= nP/(nP+nB) 

Too strict cuts generate a cleaner sample of binaries (higher ), but more 
binaries are excluded. And vice versa, too soft cut preserves more 
binaries, but at the price of the higher background (lower ).



2. step - wide Trinaries and Quaternaries:

Condition for binary (pair with a line) is satisfied by any pair 
in the bound system:

More detailed procedure including evaluation of random background is 
described in [3].   

1 b                  2 b                      1 t                1 q          ambiguous - rejected

3. step – from circle events to squares
We used squares instead of circles (full field coverage) for the final 
selection of candidates. Circle events were important for background 
calculation. Background level does not depend on event shape.



Number of multiple 
systems decreases with m:

Gaia data involve limited number of stars of 
known radial velocity.  Binaries should have 
similar RV. Points (RV1, RV2) in one line prove it.

The resulting statistics (from 75 127 299 analysed stars)



Comparison with others

❑ A critical comparison of the catalogues is described in more detail in [3]. Our A1 
is comparable to A2, and we have 2x more candidates in the region|b|>25. Our 
algorithm involves accurate background estimation, which implies a strong 
background in the |b|<25 region - especially for distant sources. 

❑ Our catalogs A1, A4 are available at  https://www.fzu.cz/~piska/Catalogue/
❑ For practical use, we have also created a merged catalog A1+A3+A4+A5+A6.
❑ We plan our A1 reprocess with next data release DR4, in the enlarged region, and 

using the further optimized algorithm.

https://www.fzu.cz/~piska/Catalogue/


What next?

❑ We continue to work with Gaia data, our interest is focused on MW 
kinematics. 

❑ We work with angular velocities (proper motion) – projection of 3D 
motion on celestial sphere.

❑ Despite of reduced information on motion we are able to reconstruct 
important parameters, like Vsun , or rotational curves: V(R), V(|Z|)…
(see PZ, KP arXiv: 2308.11060)



Summary and conclusion
❑ Inspired by particle physics, we developed a statistical method for 
analysis of  2D & 3D patterns. The method can detect subtle deviations 
from random distributions, like a tendency to (anti-) clustering.

❑ This methodology has been applied to the detection of wide binaries 
and multiple star systems in Gaia data (|b|>25deg). Main results:

❑ Separation of binaries is limited roughly by Δmax ≈  0.15 pc.

❑ For wide binaries in Gaia data (d>0.5’’) we estimate mean values

T ≈ 4.2x104 y,                    Mtot ≈ 0.65 MSun

❑We have created extensive catalogs of wide  binary, trinary and 
quaternary candidates.

❑We have started statistical analysis of MW kinematics.



Thank you for your attention!



Buckup slides



Step back to HI

In addition to the MW research, we plan to more 
thoroughly test the usefulness of the characteristic 
functions method in the ALICE HI data (my student 
V.Macháček).



Event parameters

❑ The radius ρ2 must be significantly larger than a 
typical angular separation of true binary. At the 
same time, it must be so small that the 
distribution of stars within the event can be 
considered random and uniform.

❑ Events with too high multiplicity, M, in which 
various dense structures may dominate, are 
excluded from processing. To improve the 
quality ratio, additional cuts can be imposed 
(e.g. radial separation). 

❑ The circular shape of the events is chosen due 
to the accurate formula for calculating a 
random background. Another shape would 
lead to a more complex function depending on 
other shape parameters (triangle, square, 
orientation ...). 

Conditions for generating events: 
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